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TENRIKYO NEWSLETTER – ORIGINS AND MAKOTO 
MISSION STATEMENT
To provide information related to Tenrikyo Hawaii services, activities, 
and events for the Tenrikyo community of Hawaii and for the people 
in the State of Hawaii.

To inspire and initiate interest in having faith in religion, 
namely Tenrikyo, by conveying the Truth of the Jiba in words, in the
manner and heart of God the Parent and Oyasama.
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Although it is the season when we hear the news of flowers beginning to bloom, it 
was an extremely chilly day like winter. Despite the weather, many followers returned 
to Jiba including young people attending the various activities held in Oyasato, as 
the March Monthly Service was performed spiritedly with minds in unity with the 
Shinbashira as the core.

In the prayer, the Shinbashira made a resolution that we deeply accept God the 
Parent’s strict message towards our bad behavior because we human beings are not 
aligned with God’s intention using a dusty mind causing illnesses, troubles, and world 
disasters. In order for us to come closer to God’s intention, the Shinbashira prayed for us 
to set in stone the basics of the Truth of Origin and resolve to follow the Divine Model.

Following the Service, the sermon was given by Honbu-in (Church HQ staff), Rev. 
Sumiharu Ueda.

In his sermon, Rev Ueda talked about the blessing of God including the “sacred rice,” 
“sacred rice for safe childbirth,” and “proof amulet” while quoting from the Anecdotes 
of Oyasama and Osashizu. These are God the Parent’s parental love to save us so that 
we can live the Joyous Life. Rev Ueda says that we must understand this deeply in 
our hearts. 

Rev. Ueda then told us that this year will mark the 80th time of the All Tenrikyo 
Hinokishin Day and All Tenrikyo Nioigake Day. In order for these days to be successful, 
it depends on our daily attitudes that will determine the results. Without forgetting our 
daily efforts, we should prepare our minds to step forward strongly towards “the three 
years, one thousand days” before Oyasama’s 130th Anniversary. 

On March 15th, the Overseas Department had a staff transfer and welcomed 20 new 
staff on the 23rd. In this busy season, we will do our best in cooperating with each other 
within Kaigaibu with Unity of Mind. Oyasama’s Birthday Celebration Service will be 
performed in April. We will be looking forward to seeing many followers from foreign 
countries. Tenrikyo Church Headquarters announced their annual staff transfer on March 
26th of this month. It was announced that members of the Honbu staff including Matsuda 
Jyunzou and Nishida Akiyoshi will be transferred to the Overseas Department. The 
Mission Station in the Philippines will be having the 4th head minister’s installation 
service for Rev. Makoto Hamada. 

Yoichiro Miyamori
Head of Tenrikyo Overseas Department

Message from the Head of the Overseas Department
March 26, Tenrikyo 175
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March Monthly Service Prayer
Before You, God the Parent, Tenri-O-no-Mikoto, who resides in this shrine, I, 

(Michihito Hamada, bishop of the Mission Headquarters of Hawaii) pray with 
reverence.

God the Parent, as we receive Your overflowing grace and blessings, which 
grants us the free use of our bodies, we advance toward spiritual maturity on 
the path toward the joyous life world, receiving the guidance of the Everliving 
Oyasama. These boundless blessings are truly more than we can expect. As 
we direct our constant focus toward the teachings, we proceed on the path of 
sincerity toward the realization of a Joyous world, applying our efforts with 
a mind focused on salvation. Today is the day we are granted to conduct the 
March monthly service at this mission headquarters. The service performers will 
unite their hearts to perform the seated service and Teodori joyously in high 
spirits. Today, as you view the brothers and sisters of the path who have looked 
forward to this day, singing the songs of the service in unison with hearts filled 
with gratitude for Your parental love, we hope that You can be spirited as well.

The Boy’s and Girl’s Association will be holding the Spring Camp this month 
from the 24th through the 26th, and will be conducting the General Meeting on 
the 25th.

Lately, we have been shown very severe conditions in the world and for all of 
us, Yoboku, this is the time to deeply ponder the intention of God the Parent. With 
the mind of the gratitude, humility, and mutual help, we will strive diligently to 
follow the divine will, by administering the sazuke, and with our aim of further 
spiritual growth, we will advance forward on this precious mission. May You, 
God the Parent, accept our sincerity, and may we ask that you guide us toward 
reconstructing the world where we can spend our days living in harmony by 
helping one another, and to realize the Joyous Life even a day sooner. Together 
with everyone present, I pray for these blessings.
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We have just completed the March 
Monthly Service joyously and in high 
spirits, and I believe that God the Parent, 
Oyasama, and the Memorial are truly 
satisfied. I have been given the opportunity 
to deliver today’s sermon, and wish to 
humbly ask for your kind attention. 

This year, the themes for the sermons 
are the Ten Divine Providences, and the 
Eight Dusts of the Mind. The Ten Divine 
Providences refers to God the Parent, Who 
created human beings and this world to 
share in the Joyous Life, and is the God 
of Origin, God in Truth, whom bestows 
blessings upon us all.  The Divine Ten 
Providences of God the Parent are divided 

into ten aspects, each given a sacred name, 
and explained each of its workings.

The first divine providence revealed is 
Kunitokotachi-no-Mikoto, and I wish to 
speak about this providence today. In the 
Ofudesaki, chapter 16, verse 12, we read,

Listen! This origin is the venerable 
Kunitokotachi and Omotari [-sama]. 

  XVI:12

continuing, verse 13,

After looking through the muddy waters, 
these personages drew a fish and a 
serpent to them.        XVI:13

As it is written, it is manifested that 
Tsukihi is the God of Origin, God in Truth.  
I wish to emphasize that the honorific 
suffix “sama” is added to the divine names 
of Tsukihi.  In the next verse, “o” in the 
word “okata” (which means personages) 
is an honorific prefix. This honorific prefix 
and suffix is only mentioned in these two 
instances within the Ofudesaki. 

Chapter 6, verse 50, we read,

Mission HQ March Monthly Service Sermon
Rev. Yoshinobu Nakao

Former Head Minister of Pearl Church

Kunitokotachi-no-Mikoto
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The true and real God of this universe is 
Tsukihi. The others are all instruments.

VI:50

As it is written, we are taught that at 
the time when human beings were first 
conceived by Tsukihi, God the Parent 
searched and summoned these tools to be 
used as models, and each were given a 
sacred name. Today, I wish to talk about 
the divine providence that is first revealed, 
Kunitokotachi-no-Mikoto-sama. Tsuki-
sama, the Moon (male god, having paternal 
truth) and Hi-sama, the Sun (female god, 
having maternal truth) together make up 
God the Parent.  

Amongst the many writings left behind 
by our predecessors, within the book of 
Isaburo Masui, of the Divine Records, 
(referring to Isaburo Masui of Anecdote 
#16 “The Child’s Concern for the Parent” 
within the Anecdotes of Oyasama, who later 
became an official of Church Headquarters), 
it is written, “…Tsuki-sama was first to 
exist.  Kunitoko was then discerned, and 
was then discussed with Hi-sama...” In 
context, when “toko” of “Kunitoko” is 
written in the Japanese Characters, or kanji, 
the character for “yuka”, or floor is used.  
However it is referring to “dai”, platform 
or foundation. Thus, when Tsuki-sama 
ascertained Kunitoko, this event refers to 
the establishment of place. 

On the other hand, it is written that 
once human beings were conceived, due 
to the heavy weight of bearing a child, 

“mi ga omoi”, Hi-sama took on the name, 
Omotari-no-Mikoto.  This event refers to 
the establishment of time. 

It is taught that based on the sequential 
order that Kunitokotachi-no-Mikoto (Tsuki-
sama) consulted with Omotari-no-Mikoto 
(Hi-sama) upon discerning Kunitoko, that 
Kunitokotachi-no-Mikoto was established 
first, then Omotari-no-Mikoto second.  First 
determines the beginning of all things, 
which is the center, fundamental criteria, 
and standard of all things. The second 
suggests the significance of abundance. It 
is taught that the name of Kunitokotachi-
no-Mikoto refers to the establishment of 
the place of a country. This is based on the 
selection of Kunitoko to take the meaning 
of location.  It is taught that location is 
the truth of Tsuki-sama, and in regards to 
this, time is the truth of Hi-sama.  Without 
these two aspects, the things of this world 
would not progress and allow human 
beings to live. For things to come into 
existence, the establishment of place and 
time become the foundation.  Because of 
this, the circumstances of subject matter, 
and contents can be determined.  

For example, I am in existence at this 
place called Tenrikyo Mission Headquarters 
of Hawaii, at this very moment, and that 
I am delivering a sermon at this time.  
All of Humankind is mobilized based 
with place and time, and as the world 
progresses, history is written.  Philosophers 
have argued the proposition of time and 
existence for many years.  
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Tsuki-sama, namely, Kunitokotachi-no-
Mikoto-sama reveals itself in the heavens 
as the Moon, and within the human body, as 
moisture, the eyes, and the functions within 
our minds. In the world the providence 
of moisture in general. Hi-sama, namely, 
Omotari-no-Mikoto-sama reveals itself 
in the heavens as the Sun, and within the 
human body, as warmth, the heart, the 
movement and function of blood, and in 
the world provides us with the providence 
of warmth in general.  

So where is this Tsukihi, God the Parent 
located? It is taught that the truth of the 
Ten Divine Providences of God the Parent 
are divided into two locations, within the 
human body, and the world. God is this 
universe, which includes this world and 
also is within the human body and blesses 
us with its providences. Thus, God is 
within each and every one of us. God the 
Parent resides peacefully in the Jiba of 
Origin, at the exact location where human 
beings were first conceived, and where the 
Kanrodai has been set. The providences 
of Kunitokotachi-no-Mikoto-sama are 
manifested in the human body as the eyes, 
and fluids, and in the world, bestows us 
with the blessings of water. The eyes, in 
other words, the function to see is the basis 
for all actions that we make.  

The eyes of a human being look ahead, 
and forward, thus we are able to move in 
this direction. For example, we wake up in 
the morning, prepare breakfast, and after 
eating breakfast, we get into the car, and 

head for work. We are able to anticipate 
all of our actions based on our eyes, and 
what we see, and thus are able to progress 
forward. In other words, the eyes are the 
core of our actions. In addition, the eyes are 
a unique organ in that they are connected to 
the brain. They have an incredibly profound 
connection between the two. Thus we are 
able to interpret that the functions within 
our minds are due to the providences and 
truth of Tsuki-sama.  

In this way, we are taught that the eyes, 
mind, consciousness, thought, expression, 
emotion, and such functions of the head 
are all due to the providences and truth of 
Tsuki-sama. Therefore, I believe that the 
illnesses of the mind, become a means by 
which to ponder the providences of Tsuki-
sama, and thus we can receive the blessings 
of resolution and settlement. 

At this time, I’d like to share a personal 
experience involving my wife, who recently 
experienced a head disorder; namely a 
cerebrovascular accident, also known as 
a stroke.  Last year, on May 4th, at about 
5:30 in the morning, I was at home in my 
office located to right of the front entrance, 
which I also use as my bedroom, and I could 
hear a voice amidst the silence.  The voice 
called, “Dad, Dad, please come quickly!” 
My wife rests in the opposite end of our 
home, in the bedroom located at the very 
end of the hallway.  Upon hearing her voice, 
I ran to her room.  It appeared that she was 
trying to use the restroom, and upon getting 
off the bed, she experienced a spasm, and 
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collapsed on the floor. “I can’t seem to get 
up”, she said.  “Is there something wrong 
with what I’m saying?” She continued to 
say that she still needed to use the restroom, 
and so I attempted to lift her body from 
the floor.  However her body remained 
lying sideways, and although I can barely 
move a 100 lb body, I somehow sustained 
her weight and pulled her to the restroom, 
where she was finally able to complete 
her business. “Mom just collapsed, so call 
the ambulance” I told Owen (my eldest 
son), when I call him thinking this is a 
critical situation.  Just as Owen arrived 
from Pearl Church, the ambulance and 
Fire Department arrived, and transported 
my wife to Kuakini Hospital. For four 
days, my wife was in the Intensive Care 
Unit receiving critical treatment, and 
was then transferred to the Maunalani 
Rehabilitation Center, where she received 
rehabilitation services for two months.  In 
July, she was able to return to our home 
where is continuing to recuperate.  She is 
able to change her clothes, eat, and use the 
restroom by herself.  The functions of her 
head are normal, without any indication 
of recession, and the words she speaks are 
clear.  She is always mindful of whether the 
door is locked, or whether the electric stove 
is turned off.  Although walking is still a 
challenge, she is able to move about the 
house freely.  She continues to experience 
after effects such as weakened eyesight, 
numbness in her hand, pain in her joints, 
and discomfort in areas around her body.  

For five days a week, I assist at the Tenri 
Bunko Library, writing articles, organizing 
the video selection, sorting the books within 
the library to sell or keep, membership 
registration, registering new books and 
magazines, and the maintenance of the 
building.  Looking from the outside, there 
are two or three people that feel that I’m 
just doing as I please, or that it’s an easy 
job. In addition to my day to day work, I 
go out to purchase the groceries, prepare 
my wife’s three meals, planning the menu, 
cooking, washing the dishes, cleaning the 
yard, cleaning the house, and caring for 
my wife.  My schedule is packed each day.   

In August of 1954, the year the Tenrikyo 
Mission Headquarters of Hawaii was 
established in May, I arrived in Hawaii as 
a missionary. Since then, this year marks 
58 years of my time here. Looking back on 
the 58 years, amongst the many things that 
come to mind, there 2, or 3, no perhaps 5, 
no there must be more things that I done 
that I am ashamed of, and were not in 
alignment with the Teachings.  Please know 
that I did not kill anyone, or steal.  There 
were things that I did that lacked in filial 
piety that I caused my parents to worry. I 
believe that it is due to this that I am being 
shown my wife’s illness at this time.  This 
is by no means for me to say, and I don’t 
believe I will talk about this until I die. 
The novelist, Tanizaki Junichiro once said, 
“There shouldn’t be others who know your 
personal affairs, more than yourself”. I am 
of the same mind set of this author.  
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Despite the hardships I might say 
to have endured, the senior reverends, 
Ueno Sakujiro (first head minister of 
Honolulu Church), Mikuni Matagoro 
(first head minister of Taiheiyo Church), 
Iwata Masayuki (first head minister of 
Honolulu-ko Church), Honda Kaneki (first 
head minister of North Honolulu Church), 
Kawasaki Miyuki (first head minister of 
Aloha Church), Nagayama Tsugi (first 
head minister of Pearl Church), have 
all left a wonderful path of the Hawaii 
Mission before us.  When I think about the 
hardships they endured, of which I respect 
to the utmost, I am not nearly as close to 
their path, and continue to reflect deeply 
upon this.  

Considering the means by which I have 
lived the past 58 years, I have interpreted 
my wife’s condition to be a lesson to me 
from God the Parent. Until now, you’ve 
come to live the way you wanted, selfishly, 
and now your life is not very long. Now, 
towards the later part of my life, I believe 
that I have received this guidance from 
God the Parent to ponder once again the 
providences of Kunitokotachi-no-Mikoto-
sama, and to live a complete life.  

In 1945, at the age of 43, my mother 
assumed the position of 3rd head minister 
of Tengen Branch Church, when my father, 
then head minister passed away for rebirth.  
This was during the time toward the end 
of World War II. For 27 years, She made 
great contributions towards the progress 
of the path, and resigned from her position 

in 1970. Thereafter she continued to serve 
as a Salvation Staff member at the main 
sanctuary of Church Headquarters. In 
March of 1972, while at Yamanomachi 
Branch Church in Kobe, where my brother 
was head minister, my mother collapsed, 
suffering a stroke. Several days later, she 
was hospitalized at Ikoi-no-Ie Hospital.  
Due to the severe conditions, she was in a 
bedridden state, and half a year later passed 
away from rebirth at the age of 72 years.  
During her healthy years, my mother would 
say, “I never want to be paralyzed”, and 
worked diligently in salvation work day 
and night. To this day, I am unable to forget 
the regret my mother must have felt when 
she was suffering from the very illness she 
least desired. This is an illness that no one 
wishes upon, then why does illnesses such 
as these occur? There are 8 instances in 
the Ofudesaki which state that there is no 
such thing as illness.  May I quote 6 verses 
which relate to this.

Illness and pain of whatever kind do 
not exist. They are none other than the 
hastening and guidance of God.      II:7

There is nothing at all which should be 
called illness. It is only because there are 
paths of the mistaken mind.         III:95

Ponder over it!  There should be nothing 
at all that should be called illness. It is 
but a road sign or an admonition from 
God.          III:138
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Nothing should be called illness. Should 
your body be afflicted, it is God’s call for 
your service.               IV:25

Whatever I do to the body, it is not an 
illness but the care of Tsukihi.       XIV:21

However trying your condition may be, 
it is not an illness but the regret of the 
Parent.              XIV:77

It is not illness, but God’s hastening, a 
road sign, divine guidance, God’s call for 
your service, care of Tsukihi, regret of the 
Parent, path not aligned with the parental 
mind.  It is these seven aspects that we 
are to sincerely reflect upon, and ponder 
deeply. Naturally, the illnesses which I 
should have suffered, were suffered by my 
wife, who has done nothing wrong.  I have 
interpreted this situation to be through our 
diligence for the church, and in alignment 
with the desire of Oyasama, with what 
life I have remaining, I wish to continue 
working to my utmost in seeking the path 
of the Divine Model of Oyasama.

I would like to end my sermon about 
the moisture of Kunitokotachi-no-
Mikoto-sama, by talking a little about the 
providences of the truth of water. It is said 
that our human bodies are made up of 70% 
of water.  Within even the head, the ratio 
of water is significantly high.  Within our 
skulls, there is a substance similar to that 
of tofu, and it is where the total functional 
capacity of our bodies is centered.

As our bodies lose moisture due to 
dehydration, it can jeopardize our lives.  
Human beings can live without eating for 
a month.  From the end of April 1869, 
Oyasama began a fast which lasted for 38 
days.  However, without consuming water, 
we are unable to live.  This Earth which we 
exist upon is also made up of 70% ocean.  
Within the ocean, there are many living 
things which rely upon water.  We humans 
eat these living sea foods, to sustain our 
existence.  Thus, the significance of the 
providence of water, bestowed by Tsuki-
sama, is the blessings of our very existence.   

Let us express our gratitude for the Ten 
Divine Providences, which provides all of 
us each and every day, with the blessings of 
life, and I ask that we continue to endeavor 
on this path of gratitude, as I end my sermon 
today. Thank you very much.  

If I may say one more thing. I wish 
to extend my appreciat ion to my 
grandchildren, Moses and Chieko for 
their collaborative efforts in typing out my 
sermon, translation, and carrying out the 
simultaneous interpretation.  Now that they 
are fully understanding of my poor example 
of the path I have walked, I have confidence 
that they have the spirit to succeed the 
faith of their parents.  It is beyond my 
greatest joy to have parent, children, and 
grandchildren, three generations working 
in this path.  It is my soul’s desire for this 
couple to dedicate their utmost efforts for 
the Hawaii Mission.  

This is my living will.     
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ISLAND LIFE
Hawaii BGA Spring Camp and
37th General Meeting Held!

Reflection by Owen Nakao, BGA Chair

Blessed with an increase in camp 
participants over last year by 13 (67 this 
year and 54 last year) and relatively good 
weather, this year’s Spring Camp and 37th 
General Meeting was conducted in a safe 
and grand fashion.  There was one child 
who had to leave on the second day due 

to fever.
The “Mini Olympic” team relay games 

on the first day were held indoors in 
the Judo dojo this year due to rain.  The 
Young Women’s Club led by Chairwoman 
Jennifer Kakitani conducted games.  That 
night the campers were shuttled to Mission 
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Headquarters “that night” to attend the 
evening service and practice the service 
for the General Meeting on the next day.

On the second day of the camp, the 37th 
General Meeting was held in the presence 
of Bishop and Mrs. Hamada.  The children 
performed the Seated Service and the 
Yorozuyo, followed by a message from the 
Shinbashira read by BGA chair 
Rev. Owen and an address by 
Bishop Hamada.  Fifteen-
year-old “graduates” of the 
Boy’s & Girl’s Association, 
were recognized and several 
gave a short speech of their 
experience in the BGA:  
Lauren Nakagawa, Megan 
Yamamoto, Taylor Bonachita, 
Miki Hamada and Shelise 
Chun-Guernsy.   Tiffany 
Mima, representing the Young 
Women’s Club greeted each 

one welcoming them as new 
members of the YWC.  During 
the lunch reception, Counselor 
Tori Kawasaki and friends 
performed a trumpet ensemble 
and Megan Yamamoto and 
friends did a pretty hip hop 
dance routine as part of the 
entertainment.

In the afternoon, the kids 
did cleanup hinokishin at the 
campsite and later enjoyed the 
Adventure Trails game put 
together by Riley McGivern. 
The Adventure Trails game 

involves teamwork, communication and 
collaboration in taking your respective 
group to eight locations within the Tenri 
Cultural Center to perform various fun, but 
challenging tasks as directed by the “station 
master.” The first team to complete their 
journey is the winner!
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That night the campfire program 
conducted by the Young Men’s Association 
was a blast with a campfire large enough to 
rival a “bonfire” and it certainly captured 
the awe of the audience.  The highlight of 
the program was the fun skits and of course 
the marshmallow roasting! 

The next morning’s 
first activity was, of 
course, hinokishin: 
c leaning the tents 
and judo facility. The 
children then went on 
a field trip to Kakaako 
Waterfront Park for 
ca rdboard  s l id ing 
fun!  But before that 
the group paid their 
respects at the Ehime 
Maru Memorial where 

YMA staff Moses Nakao explained about 
the Navy sub accident that happened eleven 
years ago.

The camp ended with the thanksgiving 
service followed by Bishop and Mrs. 
Hamada passing out the goody bag gift to 
each child who completed the camp.

As in all situations in large groups, we 
had the usual mini human dramas and 
personal conflicts and as leaders we were 
alert to those situations, intervened and 
mitigated before it escalated.  Due to God’s 
blessings and everyone’s support the camp 
provides those situations for us to reflect 
and to help the children learn from those 
experiences.

I feel that we are very fortunate to have 
the support of Bishop and Mrs. Hamada 
and the use of such a wonderful property 
and facility.  We also give our thanks to 
the Hawaii Tenri Judo Club for making the 
dojo available to us for this event.
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Mission HQ Announcements

Spring Memorial Service
In memory of and honoring the predecessors of the Hawaii mission, the Spring Memorial 
Service was conducted at Mission HQ on Tuesday, March 27th from 10:00 a.m. 
Anniversaries were observed for the following:

1st  anniversary: Ms. Noe Violet Sakai, missionary of Chushoku Branch Church
20th anniversary: Mrs. Kikuyo Nakamoto, wife of the 1st head minister of Waikiki Church
20th anniversary: Rev. Kaneki Honda, 1st head minister of North Honolulu Church
30th anniversary: Rev. Sakae Katsura, head minister of  North #4 Mission Station

Missionary Graduation Ceremony
The Missionary Graduation Ceremony  
took place at Mission HQ for Mr. Eisuke 
Imanaka (Sugiharatani Branch Church/ Uni 
Grand Church). 
For two years and two months, Mr. 
Imanaka served here as a missionary and 
went home to Japan on March 18th. We 
would like to give our utmost gratitude for 
his long service. 

Tenrikyo Language Institute (TLI) Graduates
Tenrikyo Language Institue (TLI) conducted the 18th Graduation Ceremony on March 
8th.  Myles Hisao (Maui Church/ Honjima Grand Church) and Callen Daimaru (Kailua 
Kona Church/ Chuwa  Grand Church) graduated from the Japanese Language Department. 
Congratulations!

Welcome Party for Overseas Followers (Kisansha no Yube)
Date:   Friday, April 20, 2012
Time:   5:00 p.m.- 6:30 p.m. (Check-in is at 4:30 p.m.)
Place:   Church Headquarters Dining Hall Three (Daisan Shokudo)
Donation:   1,000 yen (Free for 12 years old or under)
*Please apply to the General Affairs Section of Overseas Department through
 your directly supervised church.
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The two recipes I am sharing this month were potluck 
dishes I got to enjoy a few weekends ago. I thought it 
was interesting that the guacamole incorporated Sriracha 
sauce for an Asian spicy flavor and the salad... Oh yes the 
salad will speak for itself. When you finally taste it you'll 
understand what I mean when I say, "I could have eaten 
the entire bowl by myself!"

Ingredients
2 Ripe Avocados  1/4 Cup Cilantro or more to taste 1 Medium Tomato, diced
 1/2 Small White Onion, diced (I used Maui onion) 2 Tbsp Plain Yogurt  
2 tsp Sriracha Sauce 1 Tbsp Fresh Lime Juice 
1/2 tsp Fine or Freshly Ground Sea Salt

Directions
1) Slice avocado in half lengthwise and remove pit.  Using a sharp paring knife, cut a rough 
grid into the avocado flesh with out piercing skin. Scoop flesh into a bowl discarding any hard 
or bruised spots.

2) Cur cilantro leaves to desired size using kitchen shears. Add to avocado. Add remaining 
ingredients. Using potato masher, mash to desired consistency. Makes 2 to 3 cups.

*Sriracha can be found in most asian markets. It has an image of a rooster on it! FYI: Sriracha 
mixed with ketchup makes a great sauce for grilled meats too!

   The Hungry Reporter

Guacamole with Sriracha Sauce & Spring Mix Salad

Ingredients for Spring Mix Salad
Desired Amounts Of:
East of East Sesame Dressing (Costco) 
Spring Mix (Safeway)
Strawberries or Oranges (sliced) 
Cilantro, Mint, & Basil (chopped)

Directions
Toss together & serve chilled.
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Tid Bits
Associations’ Reports

WOMEN’S
ASSOCIATION

YOUNG MEN’S
ASSOCIATION

When we show our love for nature and other 
creatures of this Earth, the Earth begins to 
naturally grow calmer and the pulsation of 
life in April is heard. Shouldn’t we humans 
share of love to all other creatures of this 
Earth?

Monthly Meeting
April 9 (Mon)         9:00 a.m.
Musical Instrument Practice for Oyasama's 
Birthday Gathering

52nd Oyasama's Birthday Gathering
April 10 (Tue)        7:00 p.m.
*Donation: $3 Please wear happi coat and 
white socks.

Nuuanu Hale Visitation  
April 14 (Sat)         9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Bazaar Hinokishin
Every Wednesday  9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
At the West House

*Women's Musical Instruments Practice of 
this month is cancelled.
*April Mission HQ Monthly service 
luncheon hinokishin is assigned to Hofu 
Group. Mahalo!

Monthly Meeting
April 14 (Sat)   1:00 p.m.
Rainbow Hale 

Hinokishin for BGA Oyasama's Birthday 
Activity
April 15 (Sun)   9:00 p.m.
Mission HQ 

Hinokishin Tai Car Wash 
April 29 (Sun)  8:00 a.m.
Mission HQ

TENRIKYO WOMEN‘S 
ASSOCIATION

94th Annual
General Meeting

Tenrikyo 175 (2012)
Tuesday, April 19, 9:30 a.m.

Tenrikyo Church Headquarters
Inner Courtyard
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BOYS & GIRLS
ASSOCIATION

YOUNG
WOMEN’S CLUB

BGA Spring Camp and General Meeting
Our annual Spring Camp and General 
Meeting were held on Saturday, March 24 
through Monday, March 26.  We would like 
to thank the many volunteers who came out 

APRIL MONTHLY SERVICE
Saturday, April 14, 2012

9:00 a.m.
Sermon by Rev. Eric Takata

Head Minister of McCully Church
Japanese translation by Mrs. Motoko Iwata

52nd Oyasama's Birthday Gathering
April 10 (Tue)  7:00 p.m.  *Donation: $3 
Please wear happi coat and white socks.

YMA Car Wash
April 29 (Sun)  8:00 a.m.
Members of the YWC will be helping the 
YMA raise money for their trip to Japan 
this summer.

to help with the preparation, conducting and 
after cleanup.  Mahalo!

Oyasama's Birthday Activity
The annual BGA Oyasama birthday activity 
will be held on the 3rd Sunday, April 15th, 
from 9:30am at MHQ.  The whole family 
and extended family are welcomed as we 
celebrate Oyasama’s birthday with a power 
point presentation of Oyasama story, fun 
and games!

Children’s Pilgrimage to Jiba
Participants are to book their own flights.  
Children’s Pilgrimage dates are 7/24 
(check-in 4pm at 38th Moya) – 7/30 (check 
out at 9am, BGA Hinokishin Corps check 
out 10:30am after closing ceremony).  
Airfare assistance is available for those 
participating in the Boy’s and Girl’s 
Hinokishin Corps.
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Abbreviation key:  
BGA = Boy’s & Girl’s Association WA = Women’s Association TCC = Tenri Cultural Center
YMA = Young Men’s Association YWC = Young Women’s Club BOD = Board of Directors

May Calendar 2012
1st Tue Community Hinokishin Meet @ Mission HQ  9:00 a.m.
5th Sat Adopt A Hwy Cleanup Hinokishin Meet @ Mission HQ  9:00 a.m.
7th Mon Bishop & Mrs. Hamada Arrive 
  WA Committee Meeting Mission HQ  7:00 p.m.
8th Tue TCC Monthly Service TCC  10:00 a.m.
  Missionary & Nurturing Comm. Mtg Mission HQ  7:30 p.m.
9th Wed Three Associations Meeting Mission HQ  7:30 p.m.
12th Sat WA Nuuanu Hale Visitation Meet @ Mission HQ  9:30 a.m.
14th Mon WA Monthly Meeting Mission HQ  9:00 a.m.
  TCC & Library Joint Meeting TCC  7:30 p.m.
15th Tue WA Musical Instrument Practice Mission HQ  9:00 a.m.
  BOD Preparatory Meeting Mission HQ  7:00 p.m.

April Calendar 2012
12th Thu BGA Meeting Rainbow Hale  7:30 p.m.

13th Fri BOD Meeting Mission HQ  7:00 p.m.

14th Sat April Monthly Service Mission HQ  9:00 a.m.

  Sunday School Mission HQ            After  Yorozuyo

  YMA Meeting Rainbow Hale   1:00 p.m.

  Aloha Band Practice  Mission HQ  12:30 p.m.

  Bishop & Mrs. Hamada Leave for Japan (Thru May 7)

15th Sun BGA Oyasama's Birthday Activity Mission HQ  9:30 a.m.

16th Mon Monthly Nioigake Day Meet @ Mission HQ       9:00 a.m. 

  Ritual Committee Meeting Mission HQ  7:30 p.m.

26th Thu Yohaishiki (Service from afar) Mission HQ  9:00 a.m.

  Otefuri & Narimono Practice Mission HQ          After Yohaishiki

28th Sat All Tenrikyo Hinokishin Day Honolulu Zoo  9:00 a.m.
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感謝　慎み　たすけあい
～教えを態度に表そう～　

Gratitude, Moderation, Mutual Help
Let's Demonstrate the Teachings through Our Attitudes

全教一斉ひのきしんデー提唱８０周年
The 80th Anniversary of the Launch of Tenrikyo Hinokishin Day

Date :  April 28, 2012 (Saturday)
Time :  9:00am - 11:00am
Place :  Honolulu Zoo

TENRIKYO MISSION HEADQUARTERS OF HAWAII
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Saturday, May 19, 2012 
9:30 a.m.

at Mission Headquarters

WA YMA YWC
General Meeting


